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WHAT IS “WABI SABI”? 

• A Japanese visual, feeling 

aesthetic of the  “weathered” 

and taken-for-granted (not the 

‘antique’ or marketable i.e. no 

“cash value”) 

• “Wabi sabi ... seeks beauty in the 

imperfections found as all things, in a 

constant state of flux, evolve from 

nothing and devolve back to nothing. 

Within this perpetual movement nature 

leaves arbitrary tracks for us to 

contemplate, and it is these random 

flaws and irregularities that offer a 

model for the modest and humble wabi 

sabi expression of beauty” – Juniper 

(2003)  

• .. 

• “Wabi sabi is about the minor and the 

hidden, the tentative and the 

ephemeral: things so subtle and 

evanescent they are invisible to vulgar 

eyes... The closer things get to 

nonexistence, the more exquisite and 

evocative they become” – Koren 

(2008) 



KAROO WABI SABI  

• Poignancy 

• The serene melancholy of 

transience made manifest 

• Values quietly decaying 

rusticity 

• Symbolic of 

impermanence and 

ongoing flux 

• Nothing to do with the 

slick, the polished, the 

gorgeous, the saleable 



ABANDONED HALF OF A GRINDSTONE WHEEL 



INTRODUCTION TO SKA 

• R20-bn+ (phase 1?) radio telescope project to probe formation and evolution of 

magnetic fields, stars and galaxies; nature of ‘dark matter’ which comprises 95% 

of the Universe; validity of Einstein’s theory of relativity; extra-terrestrial life. 

• The square kilometre is not the size of the site – it is the surface area of all the 

dishes added together. 

• Two phases – Phase 1 construction will begin in 2016. Phase 2 should be 

complete by 2024. 

•  MeerKAT – R2.5bn local precursor of SKA is a 64-dish installation  

• SKA central computer (not built yet) will perform 1018 calculations per second = 

number of stars in 3-million Milky Way (300-billion stars in MW). 

• Data collected in one day would take 2-million years to play back on an iPod 

• Sensitive enough to detect radar signal on planet 50 light years away 

• Capable of collecting radio waves from objects “billions of light years away” 

• 85% of Africa’s 70% share will be located in N. Cape 

• 13 countries and 100 organisations already involved. 

• Major “Human Capital Development” programme – 400 bursaries awarded so far. 

• Biggest threat - financing 



IGNORING THE ASTRONOMY GEOGRAPHIC ADVANTAGE (AGA) 

ACT  

• Business Day Opinion & Analysis (31 May 2012): “Fracking and  

 SKA: State has a choice to  make” – ‘collegial’ reaction 

• Juta Legalbrief June 2012 

• DA calls for parliamentary debate  

 on the matter (Sep 2012) 





SKA INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENT 

• An analysis of the Inter-Governmental Relations (IGR) stand-off 

which has arisen between the Departments of Science and 

Technology, Mineral Affairs, Energy, Water, Environmental Affairs, 

and Tourism. This is partly on account of the fact that half of the 

exploration ‘precinct’ granted to Shell for Karoo shale gas is 

protected by the Astronomy Geographical Advantage (AGA) Act 

which was passed in order to demonstrate South Africa’s bona 

fides vis-a-vis the SKA bid.  

• THIS IS A MATTER OF LAW - NOT POLICY.  











SKA TOURISM SPIN-OFFS 

• An investigation of the implications of SKA for the further 

development of the Karoo’s burgeoning astro-tourism niche-

market  

• A revisiting of the spaceport concept in the light of SKA. This will 

be informed by a study-visit to Spaceport Sweden in 2013 

(funded by the Erasmus Mundus programme). 



SCIENCE INDUCING PARADIGM SHIFTS 

• 1969 moon landing  

• ‘Earth Rise’ as Seen  

 from Lunar Surface 

Image ushered in the 

Environmental Movement 

• Copernicus 

• Darwin 

• Freud 

• Einstein 



SKA AS ‘CUTTING EDGE’ CATALYST 

• SKA is predicated on the pursuit of knowledge for its own 

sake – as an intrinsic good – albeit that this knowledge will 

almost certainly prove to have instrumental value in ways 

which we cannot currently imagine.  

• SKA (as a “stretching exercise”) holds out possibilities for 

the re-enchantment (Weber) of the world.   

• SKA seeks, inter alia, to penetrate to the mysterious core of 

physical reality (‘dark matter/energy’). Such exercises 

typically trigger radical reassessments (‘paradigm shifts’) in 

humankind’s self-understanding. 

• Leading-edge science always has philosophical implications.  



THE BIG QUESTION IN THE SKA FOR THE KAROO 

What does it mean to be in at 

‘ground zero’ of this pioneering 

endeavour?      

   - finis - 


